PROSTITUTION REFORM

1 - PHONE BLOCK ESCORT SERVICE

Very much like phone sex a special area code for all business with a history of prostitution and high rate of sexual transmission.
This should be in compliance with surgeon general and CDC - offering extra protection from prostitution for those who are vulnerable.

2 - PENAL CODE

HOUSING

A set of law that offers away to reduce sexual transmission disease, also a way out for the prostitute and patronizer from sexual penetration

A. Greatest prostitution offense; person with AIDS or STD's prostituting patronizing them selves.
B. Second greatest offense; prostitute having any kind of sex that penetrates.
C. Least offense; prostitute not having any type of inter course.

3 - PORNOGRAPHIC REFORM

CONSTITUTIONAL

A. Removal of sado masochism material, acts of slavery and other material that in actual being would be criminal offense.
B. Ratings for material such as; Gay, Transexual, Heterosexual, Bisexual, cross gender, etc.
C. Ratings of x, xx, xxx for all types of pornography

4 - TOPLESS CLUBS

Reduce libido sex drive in the topless clubs.
Ending the need to fulfill sexual satisfaction through prostitution and sexual penetration.
In turn providing a social cultural cure against AIDS and STD's. G - MEN

A. Masturbation law in topless clubs repealed; with regulation. Man must not expose himself and secretion must be confined inside clothes.

5 - MAGAZINE, NEW PAPER, ADVERTISEMENT

A. Confiscation of materials advertising the sale of prostitution
B. Criminal charges for accessibility of such material toward minors.

THE AUTHOR: this reforms is to aid in restricting the sex industry, prevent the sex industry from going underground and unregulated. It is the intention of the author to implement

RESPONSIBILITY IN COUNTER CULTURE

BECOME ACTIVE

CALL: CONGRESS

G-MEN